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Otterbein Love Song
In a quiet peaceful village,
There is one we love so true.
She ever gives a welcome
To her friends both old and new.
She stands serene
‘Mid tree tops green
She’s our dear Otterbein.
 
Old Otterbein, our college,
We sing of thee today;
Our memories round thee linger,
In a sweet and mystic way.
‘O Otterbein, we love thee,
Our hearts are only thine,
We pledge anew,
We will be true,
Dear Otterbein.
 Her halls have their own message
Of truth and hope and love;
She guides her youths and maidens
To the life that looks above.
Her stately tower
Speaks naught but power,
For our dear Otterbein.
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Campus events
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The Orientation Leaders (pictured above) were ready to show the new students all around Otter-
bein during First Flight Week. Between the games, beach party and donut runs, the 2015-2016 
Ella Blackman
Lexie Clossin
Boston Gregg
Melissa Grooms
Susana Harris
Rose Hokanson
Liz Jackson
Lane Johnson
Justin Jordan
Will King
Olivia Knodel
Katherine McCoy
Chase Moyer
Tim Neptune
Keegan Orr
Aleth Pashi
Noah Richelson
Chris Saylor
Angie Schirtzinger
Polly Sellers
Maria Slovikovski
Malerie Takach
Jessica Takos
Sammi Voss
Jesse Wildman
year was kicked off with a great start. 
Vincent Sanfillipo 
New student convocation Campus events
Otterbein welcomed the new students to campus 
for First Flight Week from August 19-23. The new 
students spent the week getting to know their new 
peers and the campus through different events, 
games between the first year residence halls and 
the New Student Convocation. The new students 
walked from the Campus Center to the Fritsche 
Theatre while a drone captured videos and pictures. 
Once the convocation 
Krendl and Provost 
Miguel Martinez-Saenz 
gave speeches to the 
students.
5
Our Cardinal Family
Otterbein’s Homecoming put a 
spotlight on families this year 
with the theme “Our Cardinal 
Family.”   Throughout  the 
weekend of Sept. 25-27, 
students as well as faculty and 
alumni were able to participate 
in numerous traditional and 
new activities like the parade, 
football game, and more! 
campus events
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HOMECOMING 2015
Susanna Harris/ Adam Piccin 
Cara Hardy/ Connor Musial 
Morgan Hunsaker/ Connor Dunn 
Carrie Coisman/ Matt Cole
Homecoming Court
King and Queen
athleticscampus events
Tau Delta sisters Jessica Takos, 
Katie Mackerty, Mackenzie Boyer, 
Catherine Gallagher and Andrea 
Thomas having a blast at 
Homecoming.
Vice President for Institutional Advancement 
Michael McGreevey and his wife, Karen, along with 
their children joined in the festivities.  
7
Cardinal Corps Leaders Ashley Meade 
and Katie Miller ran the the donut string 
challenge at the Fall Harvest Festival. 
Rachel Wilson had a blast with 
her family playing corn hole 
inside the Campus Center.
Sisters of Theta Nu came to help out with the Fall Harvest 
Festival sponsored by the Center for Community Engagement. 
campus events
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Family Weekend 2015
alumni Weekend Campus Events
9
The Office of Alumni 
Relations hosted its annual 
Alumni Weekend on April 
23-26, 2016 and welcomed 
more than 200 alumni from 
across the state of Ohio and 
U.S. to campus. The Class of 
1966 celebrated its 50th 
Golden Reunion with a 
special banquet at The 
Lakes Golf and Country 
Club. The weekend included 
many specials events 
including tours, 
performances by student 
musical groups and a special 
Class of 1966 exhibit 
entitled Reconnect, Reflect, 
Renew. The highlight of 
Alumni Weekend is always 
the interaction alumni have 
with current Otterbein 
students!
campus events M l k
convocation
January 20, 2016 marked the 30th annual Martin Luther 
King Jr. Convocation at Otterbein University. Author 
Debby Irving, came to speak about her book, Waking Up 
White. Irving discussed racism, bias, stereotyping, diversity 
and other important themes at the convocation at the 
Fritsche Theatre in Cowan Hall. 
910
tree
Lighting
Otterbein got into the Christmas spirit on December 4 as President 
Kathy Krendl illuminated Otterbein’s official Christmas tree. The 
tree lighting ceremony has been a tradition at the University since 
1961. The night also included a holiday message from Chaplain 
Judith Guion-Utsler followed by music and carols and a feast at the 
Campus Center. 
athleticscampus vents
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Service at Otterbeincampus events
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Cardinal Corps leaders
The Cardinal Corps Leaders are a dedicated group of 
Otterbein students that demonstrate a desire to serve the 
community, excel in academic scholarship and act as leaders 
of volunteerism on campus. Twenty students from all class 
years coordinate weekly service programs, from working with 
kids to working with homeless pets. Cardinal Corps leaders 
also lead their peers in one-time service events, including 
community plunges and the MLK Day of Service. 
student orgsService Events 
Habitat for humanity
campus events
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Other events
Each year, Otterbein students 
donate over 50,000 hours to 
community service. The Center 
for Community Engagement 
sponsors weekly service 
programs, community plunges, 
and several service projects 
that benefi ts campus and local 
communities. 
campus events
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OTTERTHON
This year Otterbein students were able to raise $18,852 to donate to four miracle kids 
during Otterthon, the seven hour dance marathon. The children included 14-year-old 
“Osh” Bryant, 8-year-old James DeSantis, 10-year-old Rayne McCann, and 3-year-old 
Reagan McGee.
BE 
BOLD.
student orgs
lock in your love
Relay for life
Otterbein hosted the annual Relay for Life at 
the Clements Center on April 8-9, 2016. The 
event is a partnership between Otterbein and 
The American Cancer Society and helps raise 
money to support cancer research and families 
who are facing cancer. 
A group of students in Patti Wilson’s Organizational Management in Health and Sports Science class created the Lock in 
Your Love for Otterbein campaign to raise money for the Otterbein Annual Fund. Graduating seniors who gave $20.16 
received a cardinal and gold philanthropy cord to wear at Commencement. 
Overall, 132 students participated to support Otterbein. 
campus events
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science technology engineering 
arts & math
Steam Center
16
Campus events
On February 19, 2016 it was announced in the University’s Science Center that Otterbein would open a 
STEAM (science, technology, engineering, art, and math) Center, allowing Otterbein to partner with 
leading organizations from public and private sectors in central Ohio. The new center would allow 
Otterbein students to work alongside resident professionals  and complete on-site internships. The 
STEAM Center is set to open Fall Semester of 2016. 
health & sport sciences move
battelle new windows 
3
Campus events
The windows in Battelle Fine 
Arts Center also received a 
facelift thanks to the generosity 
of alumna Virginia Phillippi 
Longmire ‘55 and her late 
husband, Howard Longmire ’55. 
The Health and Sport Sciences Department 
moved into a new one million dollar renovated 
majors with over 300 students. To celebrate 
their move, the department had an open-house 
for students and alumni during Homecoming 
weekend. 
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facility in 2015. The department includes five 
Choreographer Stella Hiatt Kane 
based the 2015 Dance Concert on 
Gottfried Helnwein’s painting 
Boulevard of Broken Dreams which 
is an American pop reinterpretation 
of Edward Hopper's NightHawk . The 
art depicts Marilyn Monroe, Elvis 
Presley, James Dean and Humphrey 
Bogart in a diner. Their thoughts and 
reflection-portrayed through the 
actors physical text behind the glass 
diner sparked the dance work 
outside of the glass.  
Otterbein witnessed one of Shakespeare’s 
wittiest, most lovable pairs of lovers in Benedick 
and Beatrice. The “star-crossed” lovers came 
together even though they never wanted to admit 
their feelings for each other. Joined by friends 
Hero and Claudio, an inseparable pair, Benedick 
and Beatrice learned a lesson about love. 
Campus events
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DANCE CONCERT: FAMOUSLY
YOURS FOREVER
MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING
THEATre: fiddler on THE roOF 
Chair of the Department of Theatre and 
Dance John Stefano took center stage 
as Tevye, a poor dairyman with five 
daughters, in Otterbein's production of 
the nine-Tony-award-winning play, 
Fiddler on the Roof.  In the face of 
changing social times and the growing 
anti-semitism of Czarist Russia, Tevye 
tries to protect his daughters and instill 
them with traditional values. 
Campus events
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Music groups
M E N’S  C H O R U S 
O T T E R B E I N  S I N G E R S  
Michael Anderson
Jim Bartholomew
Duane Buck
Cameron Cordell
Seth Hazen
David Lamus
Chance Landers
Yinghao Lin
Linggan Lu
Yero N'diaye
Nathan Obenchain
Christian Richardson
Noah Richelsen
Alexander Robarge
Matthew Smith
David Uhrick 
Isaac Wade
John Weinhardt
21
Connor Allston
Alex Armesto
David Buergler
Connor Cook 
Dana Cullinane
Matthew Gittins
Noel Isaacson
Abigail Isom
Caroline Kane
Lauren Kent 
Kathryn Lee 
Christopher Marth
Jenna Miller
Lottie Prenevost 
Daria Redus
Reuben Reese
Andre Spathelf-Sanders
Luke Stewart
Jacob Sundlie
Natalie Szczerba
Aubree Tally
Michaella Waickman
Leah Windahl
JT Wood
Morgan Wood
21
tree
Lighting
In this Otterbein production, a young genius painter,  Jean-Francois Millet, is ready to tie the knot. 
Jean-Francois is also in debt to a villainous picture-dealer.  There is only one way that he can pay his 
debts and marry his girl, and that is to die since only dead painters achieve fame and fortune. 
But, when complications arise, he must find a way to be resurrected to marry his love. 
Rent follows the lives of an impoverished yet artistic 
group of friends living in Manhattan’s East Village. Based 
on Puccini’s beloved opera, La Boheme, Rent paints a 
vividly raw and emotional portrait of the gritty Bohemian 
world of New York City, under a shadow of HIV/AIDS. Is He Dead?
RENT
Theatre: athleticsCAMPUS EVENTS
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W O M E N’S  C H O R U S  
C O N C E R T  C H O I R  
Bass
Ian Buchanan
Lane Conley
Robert Dietrich
Josh Dufford
Michael Grimm
Rease Johnson
Dan Nelson
Austin Piper
Tenor
Dylan Davis
Geoffrey Gear
Dillon Limbaugh
Nick Mayes
VLQQ\6DQ¿OOLSR
Adam Sullivan
Alto
Teagan Amey
Bauman Audrey
Kate Bohanan
Anna Butler
Abi Hall
Margot Mashall-Goetz
Josie Ragland
Sarah Smith
Tara Smith
Tiffany Steel
Soprano
Amanda Ackman
Allison Asarch
Emily Bubeck
Lexi Clossin
Sophia Fleshman
Courtney Kilmer
Anna Lettang
Kristin Pellington
Grace Samson
Samantha Stacy
Music groups
Brigid Aslin
Dominica Bean
Lauren Blumberg
Chelsey Butler 
Rene Catalano
Dana Dirksen
Jessica Fite 
Kat Fridenmaker
Bethany Giedeman
Megan Glassmire
Amaryllis Gounin
Hannah Green
Kaitlyn Hines (Fall)
Amanda Holbrook
Abigail Hughes
Grace Lindsley
Annie Mackowick
Emily Matisko
Sarah Meisner
Jessica Metcalf
Hannah Musser
Rachel Nitchman
Ashley Putnam
Molly Rapp
Gina Ruble
Lorien Salyer
Danielle Shaw
Allison Wheeler
Emma Ward
Rachel Wilson
Lillian Van Wyngaarden
22
student orgsO T T E R T U N E D 
23
Ottertuned is a student-run mixed pop a cappella 
group. This year Ottertuned released their fi rst single 
remake, I Wanna Dance with Somebody, available 
on Apple’s iTunes. The group also opened for a 
professional a cappella group in Chicago. 
campus activities board  (cab)
Public Relations student society of america
student orgs
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The Campus Activities Board, also known as CAB, 
provided Otterbein students with events that featured 
themes of cultural, recreational, social and educational 
nature. Some of the events included grocery bingo, 
ghost hunting and movie nights. CAB also hosted two 
Otterbein traditions, the Mr. Otterbein pageant and the 
Late Night Breakfast. 
President:  Alli Bates
Vice President:  Abby Dawson
Secretary:  Kerigan McNamara 
Public Relation Directors: 
Brian Hammel and Courtney Kilmer 
Social Media Managers: 
 Mikayla Pieper and Michelle Moore
Historian: Byron Brenneman 
Treasurer:  Audrey Vrancken 
          
President: Kris Crews
Vice President: Jordan Hawkins
Treasurer: Josh Daniel
Program Director : Tylina Burdell
Historian: Lawshawn Steele
Advisors: James Prysock and Nino Bradley
The annual Other Prom that 
FreeZone! sponsors is an event 
that gives students on campus who 
did not feel comfortable attending 
their high school prom the chance 
to have a prom experience. 
FreeZone! also hosted the Speak Out Open Mic. 
The event is an open mic event where students were able to 
discuss times, when they have been silenced and their voices 
together in solidarity.
student orgs
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African American Student Union
f r e e z o n e !
Student Governmentstudent orgs
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The Otterbein University Student Government exists to 
enhance student life by empowering students through 
involvement in Student Government, student organizations, 
and the University’s shared governance process.
In its first year, OUSG addressed student concerns, researched 
recycling and divestment for a greener campus and drafted a 
policy for responsible personal consumption of alcohol on 
campus by students 21 years of age or older in specific 
University-owned residence halls beginning in the 2016-2017 
school year.
2015-2016 was the inaugural year of the Otterbein University Student 
Government or OUSG. Consisting of 60 elected or appointed officers and 
Senators, the purpose of Student Government is to serve as the representative 
assembly of the student body, vested with the powers and responsibilities to 
represent their constituency according to the Bylaws of the University Senate.
The 2015-2016 Student Government Executive Board. 
(From left to right) Secretary Kelsey Woodard, President 
Carrie Coisman, Vice President Connor Dunn, Treasurer 
Michelle Moore and Advisor Colette Masterson. 
TAU DELTA
student orgs
est. 1921
this past year Tau 
delta became the 
first gender 
neutral sorority 
at otterbein. 
est. 1917
love and honor
Sororities
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To Thy Own Self Be True
EPSILON KAPPA TAU
campus orgs
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Sororities
28
theta nu
est. 1917
tau epsilon mu
est. 1914
she shall honor 
the arts 
everybody’s lonesome
TALISMAN s, 
EST. 1921
Kappa Phi Omega
sororities
Sisters and Friends Until the End
29
Sigma Alpha Tau
SAGACITY AFFECTION 
TRUTH
EST. 1910
fraternities
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pi beta sigma
zeta phi
Union of 
purpose
one for 
all
EST. 1908
EST. 1931
Phi Delta theta
SIgma Delta Phi student orgs
TRUTH TO US 
ABOVE ALL
est.
1919
est. 1848
One man is no man
frat rnities
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This year sphinx won these awards: Chapter of 
the year, community service of the year, 
advisor of the year, new member education 
program of the year
Eta phi mu
est. 1923
Let brotherly love 
continue
Alpha Sigma phifraternities
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FOUNDED AT 
OTTERBEIN IN 
2001
“TO BETTER 
THE MAN”
pi kappa 
phi
lambda gamma epsilon
est. 1948
Brothers
Forever
Est. 1908
Staunch 
friends 
at all 
hazards.
student orgsfraternities
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2016 Greek Week Champions!
Zeta Phi Theta Nu
2016 Chapters of the year 2016 greek 
man & woman
Cara Hardy & Matt ColeTau Delta & Sphinx
campus orgs
3
greek life
334
student orgsGreek LIFE greek life
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Otterbein placed a league-best 56 student-athletes on the Academic All-OAC list for spring season and 104 
student- athlete must maintain a cumulative grade-point average of 3.5, have reached varsity status and be 
at least a sophomore.
Otterbein captured FOUR Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC) team championships during the 2015-16 athletic 
year (women’s cross country, baseball, softball, men’s golf ). The OAC championships for softball and women’s 
Men’s lacrosse, women’s tennis and women’s golf all narrowly missed OAC championships and settled for 
strung together an 11-match winning streak.
Senior Taylor Lindsey became the 12th 
All-American for the Otterbein women’s 
for seventh in the pole vault at the 
NCAA Outdoor Championships in 
Waverly, Iowa. A four-time national 
clearing 12’-7 ½” (3.85m) on two 
separate occasions.
Sophomore Julian Lowe 
earned All-OAC honors 
in football and three 
conference titles during 
indoor track season. His 
77 receptions 
represented the most 
catches by an Otterbein 
football player in a 
single-season since 
1990. He then became 
the OAC Indoor Sprinter 
of the Year, winning titles 
in the 200-meter dash 
and as part of the 4x2 
and 4x4 relays. 
Senior Tyler Kent turned in an incredible 
year on the baseball diamond, becoming 
just the 12th student-athlete in school 
history (across any sport) to earn 
All-American honors for both academics 
and athletics in the same season. He was 
second team All-American for his play on 
ABCA/Rawlings, and then brought home 
recognition. 
Distance runners Claire 
Lamb and Ian Kellogg 
were named OAC and 
All-Ohio Freshmen of the 
Year in cross country. The 
NCAA Championships 
as the third-fastest 
freshmen in the country 
for their respective 
genders. 
Senior David Monaco won the 
individual OAC Championship in men’s 
year of competition. Fellow men’s 
golfer Austin Wells captured national 
recognition with All-American honors 
27th individually.
GOLF
TRACK & FIELD
BASEBALL
FOOTBALL &  
TRACK
CROSS COUNTRY
CROSS COUNTRY
2016 Athletic HighlightsAthletics
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overall for the entire academic year when spanning fall, winter and spring competition. To be eligible, a 
cross country were the first in school history. 
second-place finishes within the conference. Women's tennis went 18-4 and at one point during the season 
golf. Monaco finished 17th nationally 
with a 73.38 stroke average in his final 
at the NCAA tournament, finishing 
track and field program, finishing tied 
qualifier, she set a new school record by 
the field from D3baseball.com and 
first team CoSIDA Academic All-America 
duo qualified for the 
and ultimately finished 
The Cardy’s are a new tradition in the athletic department where every 
team comes together to recognize the achievements of the year.   
Adam Prescott as the host of the 
Cardy’s.  
athletics
The 
Cardy’s
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volleyball 
1 Gracie Staten
2 Emily Quill
3 Andrea Miller
4 Megan Volosin
5 Brenna McNally
12 Karly Durco
13 Sydney Townes
14 Maddy Shelley
15 Haleigh Vastine
6 Alana King-Mendenhall
7 Lauren Blumberg
8 Hannah Adams
10 Sam Hurdzan
11 Marie Thornton
ROSTER
22 Kasey White
23 Kalyn Schroer
24 Olivia Harris
25 Morgan Lowenkamp
athletics
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14-18
record
8
16 Ashton Riffle 
football
ot
te
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n cardinals
  1 Cole Benner
  2 Connor Lucas
  3 Brandon Bellman
  3 Steven Kearns
  4 Dustin McFadden
  5 John Pyles
  6 Drew Ervin
  7 Jordan Bonifas
  8 Joey Longhino
  9 Logan Stepp
10 Noah Durst
11 Julian Lowe
12 Will Brett
13 Lukas Ousley
14 Tyler Sorg
15 Kevan Green
16 Joe Sanfillipo
17 Will McCollister
18 Couger Clarke
20 Speedy Hammond
20 Hayden Heilshorn
21 Melvin Medina
22 Alec Keen
23 Joe Iafelice
24 Bryson Wray
25 Dylan Kelley
26 Anthony Romano
27 Tyler Cook
28 Jordan Shell
29 Ricky Litchfield
30 Anthony Wene
31 Christian Johnson
32 Blayne Voorhees
33 Nick Toledo
34 Alex Livingston
35 Justin Stoner
36 Dustin Leber
37 Kyle Minyo
38 Miles Crawley
39 Abass Ceesay
40 Steven Carpenter
41 Zack Davis
42 Drew Carson
43 Riley Thompson
44 Dalton Jarvis
45 Kyle Blust
46 Aaron Myers
47 Jonathan McClenathan
48 Ryan Torres
49 Kesi Wills
50 Andrew Wise
51 Steve Clum
52 Richard Herbst
53 Thomas Bartfai
54 Joseph Schick
56 Jacob Schafer
57 Peter Wilhelm
58 Sheldon Rentmeester
59 Justin Henry
63 Janson McCormick
64 Peter LaChapelle
65 Jake McCreary
66 Grant Noppenberger
67 Kyle Stroschen
69 Hogan Marshall
70 Ryan Mickle
71 Derek Louck
73 Jared Conover
74 Case Troyer
75 Justin Christoff
76 Daniel Duval
77 Lane Colvin
78 Justin Hill
80 Brandon Shade
81 Clay Ramirez
83 Jake Vanadia
84 Josh Plieninger
85 Joe Batey
86 Payton Vanderkooi
87 Justin Borghese
88 Johnathan Vincent
89 Connor Brett
90 Benjamin Keaton
91 Jimmy Carpenter
92 DJ Dagher
93 Andre Douglas
95 Nathan Fischer
96 Jake Harper
97 Zach Vespie
98 Vlad Bennett
99 P.J. Svigel
INJURED 
     Hunter Adams
     Josh Bichsel
     Jonah Butts
     London Cowan
     Tyler Gall
     Zach Glascox 
     J.T. Grega
     Lucas Hackathorne
     Steven Irwin
     Trent Johns
     Austin Jones
     Cam King
     Mike Kutsick
     Jalen Liggins
     Brett Lucas
     Steven Masters
     Jaryd Murphy
     Mason Pillow
     Trey Playforth
     Dakota Smith
     Evan Snyder
     Dean Supelak
     Ethan Swank-Kavanaugh
     Gavin Terry
     Thomas Thacker
     Michael Traversa
    Jordan Wall
athletics
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women’s soccer
0 Dana Strimbu
2 Morgan Hall
3 Ashley Meade
4 Natalie Ashbrook
5 Ali Stone
6 Polly Sellers
  7 Taylor Delara
  8 Abbey Miltko
  9 Megan McCabe
10 Alex Ancona
11 Erica Meier
12 Jillian Strimbu
13 Mandy Daniel
14 Megan Gordon
15 Morgan Feeney
16 Jennie Wenger
18 Hayley Hotchkiss
19 Mikayla Mosey
20 Kristin Hoying
21 Teija Davis
22 Jessie Wenger
23 Alvi Shivley
24 Katie Miller
25 Theresa Dean
27 Alyssa Spencer
28 Makenna Allmon
29 Andrea Pohlman
30 Miranda Kuhns
31 Abby Studebaker
32 Emma Haussler
Athletics
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Record 10-7-1
17 Madison Burchfield 
men’s soccer
0 Ezra Poynter
00 Lukas Swysgood
1 Mack Stamper
2 Jonathan Boardman
3 Francisco Marty
4 Nicko Poulias
5 Alex Will
  6 Noah Coons
  7 Nate Norris
  8 Luis Rivas
  9 Jaden Lunger
10 Ross Pfeil
11 Alex Holtom
11-A Nathan Smith
12 Toby Varland
13 Reid Wolfe
14 Costa Poulias
15 Luke Crea
16 Juan Rivas
17 Blake Steenrod
18 Chance Bailey
19 Kyle Kmech
20 Jeremy Locke
21 Josh Kellner
22 Caleb Vogel
23 Erick Juarez-Manning
24 Gavin Koerner
25 Zach Lewis
Jonathan Henesy
Josiah Ingram
Nick Snabes
Ridge Snyder
Cody Stanley
Evan Urrutia
Hunter Wafford
Jesse Wildman
athletics
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RECORD 8-7-3
1
woMen’s Golf
Kaitlyn Graham
Abby Grospitch
Elizabeth Haack
Ashley Hayes
Ann Jobko
Hannah Myers
Bailey Pontius
roster
Athletics
42
Men’s Golf
Men’s Golf continued its dominance, capturing the OAC regular-season crown for a sixth straight 
year and then winning the OAC Championships (tournament) for the 18th time in the past 25 years. 
The group eventually went on to finish seventh out of 41 teams at the NCAA Division III Champion-
ships, Otterbein’s highest finish in a decade.
Kris Clarke
Adam Crider
Tyler Elgin
Ryan Karapas
Luke Kindelin
Andrew Kotey
David Monaco
Austin Wells
roster
record
7-0
athletics
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Men’s basketball
roster
  1 Nick Overly
  2 Andre Bradley
  3 Jake Phillis
  4 Kyle Strange
  5 Bryan Mackenzie
10 Darrell Miller III
11 Michael Howard
12 Ryan Karapas
20 Matt Hughes
22 Griffen Robinette
23 Grant Fenner
24 Nick Root
32 Marc McCuen
33 Corey Beckett
34 Blake Kistner
41 Matt Chellis
44 Connor Clark
50 Troy Phelps
52 Spencer Kendall
55 Cole Phillips
INJURED
     Cameron Arminio
record
4-21
Athletics
434
HEAD COACH
BRIAN OILAR
woMen’s basketball
roster
RECORD 14-12
athletics
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  2 Ali Cartnal
  3 Feaira Crews
  4 Nicolette Campbell-Muriente
  5 Jacy Jones
11 Marissa Sheets
14 Cheyenne Hartley-Carr
20 Kiersten Taylor
21 Sydney Merk
24 Abby Miduri
32 Amariah Huck
33 Taylor Pifher
40 Morgan Ross
44 Dani Kissel
HEAD COACH:
CONNIE RICHARDSON
---
30 Alex Schaffer 
Track and Field
Josh Bartz
Andrew Bitter
Miles Burnam
Phillip Cochran
Evan Coriell
Trevor Dilley
Zach Dunlap
Jordan Goble
Richie Gopel
Chase Grayson
Cameron Hutchins
Travis Jones
Turner Jones
Ian Kellogg
Keenan King
Nick Knudsen
Eric Lacy
Beau LaJoie
Nick Lascola
Julian Lowe
Dylan Luhta
Erick Martinez
Justin McCurdy
Cameron Posner
John Pyles
Chris Saylor
Brandon Shade
CJ Smith
Greg Smith
Andrew Sucharski
Thomas Thacker
Blair Thompson
Trent Tobias
Johnathan Vincent
Kesi Wills
Sarah Bedell
Shyla Cummings
Jenna D'Errico
Carmen D'Ippolito
Taylor Detwiler
Emily Finnegan
Katy Foltz
Amanda Frey
Becca Gallagher
Michaela Hermes
Lindsey Jones
Kira Judd
Alexus Kennedy
Sarah Koch
Harmony Kolling
Victoria Konkle
Claire Lamb
Kierra Lathrop
Kierstin Lathrop
Taylor Lindsey
Madison MacElrevey
Mariah Nevels
Sydney Peters
Julissa Poullet
Heather Sandvik
Madison Scurlock
Chelsey Seifert
Cassady Shultz
Erin Simko
Alexis Snyder
Olivia Sterry
Mackenzie Swary
Wesley Thompson
Marie Thornton
Ally Ulery
Kirstin Voisard
Meredith Wesco
Alex Winter
men’s & Women’s 
rosters
Athletics
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Kayla Radcliff 
Lindsey Ruff 
Dana Shoff 
Cross Country
Andrew Bitter
Phil Cochran
Trevor Dilley
Richie Gopel
Travis Jones
Ian Kellogg
Eric Lacy
Nick Lascola
Erick Martinez
Cameron Posner
Joel Schmelzer
Greg Smith
Andrew Sucharski
Nick Vermaaten
Kathryn Foltz
Kira Judd
Sarah Koch
Victoria Konkle
Claire Lamb
Kierra Lathrop
Kierstin Lathrop
Madison MacElrevey
Bruna Pinto
Julissa Poullet
Corinne Saul
Cassady Shultz
Erin Simko
Wesley Thompson
Ally Ulery
Meredith Wesco
Alex Winter
roster
athletics
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Kayla Radcliff 
Lindsey Ruff 
32 John Putnam
33 Nick Muse
34 Jaryd Murphy
36 Tim Snyder
37 Vince Ruggieri
40 Bryan Stopar
41 Sean Byers
42 Robert Kemer
44 Craig Prince
45 Jake Simmerman
46 Shane Frazier
47 Jason Combs
48 Brady Willis
INJURED
      Bryan Pierro
      Jake Walters
15 Justin Feltner
16 Mark Walton
17 Justin Roberts
18 Caleb Norton
19 Peyton Ross
20 Brock Frentzel
21 Justin Lewis
22 Alex Sharpe
23 Jordon Mally
24 Eric Norton
25 KC Brown
28 Stevie Yuran
29 Connor Brett
30 Christian Chiero
31 Nick Wiseman
  1 Tyler Thompson
  2 James Tennenbaum
  3 Dom Guzzi
  4 Ben Beachy
  5 Ben Hamilton
  6 Taylor Hutchison
  7 Adam Collier
  8 Terrell Dorsey
  9 Tyler Kent
10 J.C. Gibson
11 Sam Severance
12 Pat Birrer
13 Stephan Hernon
14 Mitch Stotler
ROSTER
record 32-11
Baseball’VVTXDGEHFDPHWKH¿UVWJUoup at OtWHUEHLQWRDPDVVZLQVSULRUWRWKHSRVWVeDVRQ, 
XOWLPaWHO\¿QLVKLQJRYHUDOODQGFDSWXULQJWKHOAC UHJXODUVeDVRQFKDPSLRQVKLp,RXWULJKW,ZLWKD
PDUNDJDLQVWWKHOeDJXH.,WZDVWKHLU¿UVWOeDJXHFURZQVLQFH
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26 Jeff Peters 
softball
  1 Alyson Shaw
  2 Chey Rowe
  3 Amber Wuersig
  7 Molly Riggs
  9 Courtney Hanna
10 Rachael Owens
11 Savannah Sarkine
12 Kennedy Daly
13 Tory Speakman
14 Maddie Flasco
15 Kate Lewis
16 Meggin Kelley
17 Megan Garner
18 Hannah Smith
19 Kelly Jackson
20 Niki Weaver
21 Gabby Johnson
22 Maria Reed
23 Bailey McElwain
28 Hannah Watkins
      Abby Rogers
ROSTER
athletics
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Record 29-7-2
Men’s Tennis
Kevin Adell
Daniel Bishoff
Kyle Deep
Ben Keen
Derek Krieger
Zach McDivitt
Evan Miller
David Seckel
Juan Vera
Tyler Wharton
Perry Williams
Will Willson
roster
record
13-8
Athletics
4950
woMen’s tennis
Sophie Allen
Sammi Kruger
Adrien Leatherwood
Megan Locke
Rylie Markle
Sophia Navas-Davis
Emily Quill
Megan Yates
roster
18-4REcord
athletics
501
roster
Men’s lacrosse
1 Drew McDonald
2 Ryan Gombita
-RH6DQƓOOLSR
4 Marcus Willis
5 Alex Titus
6 Matt Isele
7 Lee Conquest
8 Nick Tholt
9 Robbie Guiliano
11 Ian Moews
12 Derek Hohn
13 Brandon Arbogast
14 Trevor Brown
15 Jake Grundey
16 Mike Davidson
17 Adam Grumman
21 James Gundling
22 Carlos Salazar
23 Ian Westfall
24 Clay Wichman
/RJDQ0XUSK\
26 Brandon Self
27 Isaac Keeno
28 Jordan Hawkins
$QWKRQ\6SLQJROD
31 Jake Taghon
33 Josh Bonavita
34 Derek Petrucci
35 Adam Norris
37 Robert Simmons
38 Connor Dziewit
40 Mike Roman
41 Alex Umble
44 Connor Baak
45 Matt Niemi
50 Robby Fields
INJURED
     Drew Shaffer
RECORD 12-7
Athletics
5152
roster
woMen’s lacrosse
ROSTER
athletics
record
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  1 Jasmine Caldwell
  2 Jami Aufderbeck
  3 Tori Sullivan
  4 Jennie Bremer
  5 Ali Kula
  9 Abby Smoot
10 Megan Kanya
11 Veronica Wagner
14 Annie Kelly
16 Rebecca Miklos
17 Kathleen Flavin
19 Alanna Schultz
21 Kenna Walquist
23 Angela Park
24 Katy Williams
26 Liz Jackson
28 Nicole Coccagno
30 Karen Brady
5-10
Athletics
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Cheerleading
Emily Bliss 
Katelynn Davis 
Amanda Durica 
Angelea Fuhs 
Mijewell Gabriel
Abbie Gossett 
Susanna Harris 
Alyssa Jacobs 
Mikayla Joiner 
Brooke Jones 
Brianne Lehman 
Natalie Matter 
Nicole McCullough 
Hunter Murphy 
Julia Parker 
Sydney Peters 
Gabrielle Shears 
Carly Shepherd 
Rebecca Shera
Dalton Vanderpool 
Sammi Voss 
Kevin Wirges
undergrad
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Amanda Akman Kelsey Acton Ashley Albright
Andrea ArcaraBryn Allen Jami Aufderbeck
Connor Baak Katelyn Barret Mikah Barrueta Alexandra Bates Emmanuela Bean Kayla Bean
Jonathan Beckett Chelsea Beeler Lauren Beitel Victoria Benza Thomas Betz Joshua Bichsel
Kevin Adell Carli AlauraEmily Abrams
Jennifer BlevinsJacob BlackwellKorey BlackJani BighamAmanda Bienko
Courtney Allen Ashley Anderson Alexandra Antill
undergraduate photos undergrad
Katherine Bohanan Maggie Bolin Addalie Bolyard Jordan Bonifas Kendra Bonnette Caitlin Boyd
Adrienne Bradley Karen Brady Josh Brandon Breanna Brown Laurann Brown Claudia Buckle
Kelsey Burkitt Jacob Burns Kyle Burrowes Ryan Burton Corey Carpenter Ashley Carrier
Elizabeth Carty Elizabeth Casto Lane Champa Eden Clark Jenna Clark Lindsey Clark
Phillip Cochran Matthew Cole Adam Collier Jason Combs Katelyn Comyns 57
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Lauren Cornwell Sydney Courtad Tyler Cromwell
Rachel Dalton Amber Daniel Joshua Daniel Alexander DavisPhillip Cunningham Taylor Davis
Chester Deaton Hannah Delemeester Megan Demott Taylor Detwiler John Dickson Ashley Didinger
Robert Dietrich Brooke Dolin Jessica Donnally Terrell Dorsey Clayton Doughty Alexis Duch
Joshua Dufford Jeff Dunatchik Zachary Dunlap Connor Dunn Kelly Dzialowski
Ethan Craig Donovan CrippenJhas Corbitt
58
athleticsundergraduate photos undergrad
Elizabeth Ector Lydia Edgecombe
Pepperell
Mitchell Edwards Kate Elam Jessica Ellicott Madeline English
Amanda EschlemanZachary Ensman Rio Essman Dustin Evans Riley Eversole Katherine Fabian
Derek FarnlacherMiranda Fabian
Jessica Fite
Corey Farr Morgan Feeney Rachel Felicetty Sean Feverston
Aminata Fofanah Camille Ford Madyson Ford Ta’neika Francisco Heather Franklin 
Brake
Shane Frazier Chloe Fritz Amie Gale Emily Gardner Alexis Garnek 59
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Tasha Geer Renae Gerchow Taylor Gifford
Rebecca 
Godenschwager
Abigail Gompers Emily 
Goodpasture
Richard GopelThomas Gillotte 
Sr
Lillian Grace
Amelia Gramling Meaghan Graver Charles Grayson Kevan Green Katherine Gregor Jennifer Hall
Benjamin 
Hamilton
Zachary Hamilton Tyler Hammond Cara Hardy Samantha 
Hargrove
Ismahan Hassan
Heather Hauer Dale HerrKailey Headley Evan Heintz Devyn Hempy
Kelsie Gessner Kailey GiancolaAbby Gary
athleticsundergraduate photos undergrad
Kristen Heslop Tori Hidalgo Heather Higgins Sydney Hines Jessica Hinkel Riley Hodgson
Emily Hofacre Derek Hohn Sara Homko Matthew Horan Amber Horton Ken Huang
Amariah Huck Jacob Hoffman Pearson Huggins Morgan Hunsaker Allison Hurd Peter Huston
Ryan Hutcherson Kimberly 
Hutcheson
Kenleigh Immel Carmelita Ingram Paul Ithenya
Cheyenne Ivy Fadia Jallaq Allison Jeffries Rease Johnson Courtney Johnston
Noelle Ivec
61
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Kelsey Jones Ashley Jungclas Emily Kauffeld
Danielle Keating Jordan Keaton Jillian Keefer Brandon KeiberAmy Kear Joshua Kellner
Anne Kelly Christen Kelly Jenna Kelly Mollie Kemp Tyler Kent Bridgit Kern
Lacie Kern Rachel Kerr Victoria Konkle Andrew Kovaleski Chad Kozman Michael 
Krakomberger
Kalen Kress Taylor Krueger Samantha Kruger Spencer-Anne 
Kurtzahn
Samuel Lawless
Christopher 
Jurgens
Phillip KallBrooke Jones
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athleticsundergraduate photos undergrad
Alicia Lawson Adrien 
Leatherwood
Dustin Leber Emily Leffel
Andrew Leskowitz Alexa Ley Dillon Limbaugh Jingzhi Lin
Brittney Leidheiser Sarah Lemanski
Yiwei Lin Alcia Lindberg
Megan Locke Yi Lu
Meghan Macmillan Mackenzie Majeskie
Jaxon Lindsey Taylor Lindsey Marissa Linhart Xiaoxi Liu
Connor Lucas Marlena Luikart Eric Lund Katherine Mackerty
Jordan Mally Caleb Martin Francisco Marty Sara Mason Marissa Massey 63
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Emily McArtor Megan McCabe Amanda Meade
Jessica MooreBrenton Meininger Jordan Moore
Jacqueline 
Moorman
Abbey Moran Natalie Morris Charmaine Mosely Peter Moses Brent Mullin
Jeffrey Murtaugh Nicholas Muse Aaron Myers Jillian Nelson Adam Norris Rebecca North
Alaina Notestine Taylor Numbers Sara O’Brien Sanvel Oakley Ashley Ohler
Marc McCuen Zachary McDivittKatherine McAlister
Mackenzie Melvin Lillian Mills Robert Moody
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athleticsundergraduate photos undergrad
Michelle Ohm Adelaide Olander Christopher Oliveti Devin Ortiz Kyleigh Overbey Gladys Owusu
Aleth Pashi Grant Patch Jocelyn Pearce Samantha Perry Logan Peterman Robert Pfeiffer
Ashley Putnam John Pyles Linjia Qin Noah Rademacher Gabrielle Rader Caitlyn Rahe
Caley Piar Adam Piccin Amanda Piet Kyle Pisano Samantha Psanis Jared Pulliam 
Erin Ramey Derek Randall Christopher Rapp Nina Rauch Laura Raynes 65
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Chelsea Renne Myriah Repuyan Amanda Richmond Sara Ridenbaugh Jenna Ripepi Luis Rivas
Justin Roberts Angel Romina Kimberly Roseler Lindsey Rosendale Jacob Roszman Tyla Rowen
Sarah Rowles Alexandra 
Rubenstein
Sara Rutherford Lyndsey Savard Lauren Sayers Charles Schenk
Alison Schiller Rachel Schilling Conner Schmidt Samantha 
Schroeder
Veronica 
Schulte-Hordelhoff
David Seckel
Kimberly Shapiro Jordan Shell Scott Shipkowski Brandon Shirey Abigail Shoemaker
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Emma Sicker Robert Simmons William Sipe Alora Slak Danielle Smalley Kira Smalley
Brittany Smith Douglas Smith Macie Smith Monica Smith Trevor Smoot Chelsea Snyder
Brandon Strausser Dana Strimbu Jillian Strimbu Margaret Swanson Lucas Swissgood Ashley Tabler
Shelby Snyder Morgan Stark Amanda Staten Marybeth Stefaniak Lisa Sterling Victoria Stevens
Jessica Takos Anne Talik Kevin Thiel Aaron Thompson Chase Thompson 67
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Ryan Thornsberry Whitney Tieu Valerie Tolle Marlene 
Graham-Torrez
Brianna Toth Erin Ulman
Cory Usher Christina Valente Margaret Veach Matthew Vieth Johnathan Vincent Audrey Vrancken
Mark Walton Peter Watkins Robert Watts Chivy Weaner Chad Webster Paxton Wenger
Colleen Whalen Jordan Wherley Kasey White Nicholas Wilburn Hanna Wiley Kristin Wiley
Brady Willis Marcus Willia William Willson Claire Winslow Ethan 
Wojciechowski
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69Graduate photos 
Myranda Wolfe Reid Wolfe Kelsey Woodard Ariana Woods Keenan Wright Mary Wright
Amber Zanella Mengyun Zhao Stephanie Zimdars Michelle Zumpano
graduate photosAthleticsGraduate
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Laura Adorni Justice Adu Philip Brumbaugh
Christopher Cargill Andrea Carpenter Jessica Castle Ryan ChanTina Capers Angela Ciroli
Sheri Clouse Brandon Collins Chase Contri Lurajean Cravens Bernadine Cruz Kaleigh Cullen
Torri Curtis Lindsey Dauner James Diaz Daniel Dinneen Stephen Eckert Jessica Ellsesser
Courtney Fails Natalie Felter Brian Flowers Molly Getz Deanna Glass
Joanna Bentz Roshoyah BernardGrant Ackers
graduate photos graduate
Katherine Bohanan Maggie Bolin Addalie Bolyard Caitlin Boyd
Adrienne Bradley Karen Brady Josh Brandon Laurann Brown Claudia Buckle
Kelsey Burkitt Jacob Burns Kyle Burrowes Ryan Burton Corey Carpenter Ashley Carrier
Elizabeth Carty Elizabeth Casto Eden Clark Lindsey Clark
Phillip Cochran Matthew Cole Adam Collier Katelyn Comyns
Lane Champa Jenna Clark
Ishara Guruge Molly Hagele Ericka Haverick
Emma Heald Taylor Horn Megan Hoying Erica HuffmaNoah Havlice Yuanqing Hui
Ashlee Harris Benjamin HartnellReb cca Granger
Mohammed 
Impelee
Shailendra Jain Jessica Lenegar
Morgan Lindahl Dolores Loeser Wendy Lomano Adam LongberryMichell  Leyland
Caroline Matth ws Steph n Maynard Suzette Maynard Nellie MchughErica Marino
Kar n Lynch
Bethani Knipfer Katherine KopchekKaitlin Hutchinson
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Amanda Akman
Music
Ashley Albright
Lauren Beitel
Health education
Thomas Betz
Kevin Adell
Accounting
Kelsey Acton
Nursing
Kimberly Meyers Deeqo Mohamed St v n Moran Diana Moses Laura Murphy Clinton Norris
Troy Perkins Erin Ricker Stacey Rosselot
K li Starkey Cara Stefanko Dee-Ann St in
Tenley Struhs Eric Weberding David Witt Kelly Woolfe-Patterson Xie Menglu
Tessa Smith Maria Soisson Erin Steiner
Sheri Roberts Laura Ross Allison Smith
William Olotu Amanda Pack Ky Parrott Shannon Patel Matthew Paulus Christina Pennington
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graduate photos graduate
Katherine Bohanan Maggie Bolin Addalie BolyardXuejun Yang Zhenyan ZhouMatthew Young
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candids Graduate and 
Undergraduate
Donna James was the 2016 Undergraduate 
Commencement speaker and received an 
honorary degree from Otterbein.
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CAndids
53
Candid
76
Candid
77
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